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Abstract: To reduce pollution and improve the efficiency of coal resource utilization, this study
proposed an integrated process for smelting reduction ironmaking and coal gasification. A multi-
zone constrained mathematical model, based on heat and mass balance calculations, was developed
to predict the energy and material flows required to produce 1 ton of hot metal. Two scenarios were
examined: one using pure O2 as the gasification agent (referred to as the non-hydrogen-rich process)
and the other using a combination of pure O2 and pure steam (referred to as the hydrogen-rich
process). In the non-hydrogen rich process, as the PCR (Post Combustion Ratio) varies from 0%
to 8%, the total coal consumption, O2 consumption, and volume of exported gas decrease by 57%,
57% and 53%, respectively. In the hydrogen-rich process, as the H2 content increases from 30% to
50%, the exported gas volume increases by 38%. The upper limit of H2 content in the SRV (Smelting
Reduction Vessel) off-gas is mainly determined by the PCR, which decreases from 52.7% to 45.2% as
the PCR varies from 0% to 8%. The findings of this work can serve as a theoretical basis for further
investigation of the new process.

Keywords: mathematical modelling; ironmaking; coal gasification; hydrogen-rich process

1. Introduction

Coal, as one of the most crucial resources in the world, is extensively used in industries
such as iron and steel, coal chemical, and power generation. However, with the increasing
prominence of environmental issues, the use of coal is facing a series of challenges [1,2].
Long-term production practices in the coal chemical industries have demonstrated that
coal gasification is pivotal for improving economic efficiency and reducing environmental
pollution. On the other hand, most current coal gasification processes yield syngas with
relatively low effective gas content (Hydrogen, H2 and Carbon monoxide, CO), especially
the H2 content [3–6]. For example, Lurgi and British Gas Lurgi are two representative
commercialized coal gasification technologies. Compared to Lurgi, British Gas Lurgi
technology is capable of operating under a higher temperature, thus resulting in a better
gasification efficiency. The effective gas composition of CO and H2 in the syngas produced
by Lurgi technology ranges from 54% to 68%, and the effective gas composition of CO and
H2 obtained from British Gas Lurgi technology is lower than 85% [7–9].

To achieve a highly economical, environmentally friendly, and high-quality syngas
production technology, extensive research has been conducted on a new method that utilizes
high temperature molten metal media. In 1978, Sumitomo Metals Corporation from Japan
proposed a process that combines steelmaking with coal gasification, known as the “CGS
process” [10]. This process involves simultaneously injecting pulverized coal, O2 (Oxygen),
and steam into the molten iron in the converter furnace through lances. The molten iron
temperature ranges between 1400 ◦C and 1600 ◦C. Small-scale studies have revealed that
approximately 90% of the gas produced is CO and H2, and the desulphurization effect
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by the molten slag is higher than 95%, resulting in very low amounts of H2S (Hydrogen
sulfide), COS (Carbon oxysulfide), and other harmful substances in the gas [11]. In the
1980s, a similar pilot steel plant was built for the integration of steelmaking and coal
gasification in Luleå, northeast Sweden. The process is named as “MIP” (Molten-Iron-Pure-
Gas) [12]. The pulverized coal and O2 are injected into the molten iron from the bottom
of the furnace. It has been found that this process could also produce high-quality gas,
and most of the sulfur in the raw materials enters the slag phase, leading to a significant
reduction in sulfur emissions. Additionally, compared to the top blowing method in the
CGS process, the MIP process forms a foamy slag layer, increasing the residence time of
reactants in the slag and reducing the generation of dust. In 2007, a two-step process for
producing hydrogen-rich syngas was developed by Diversified Energy Corporation and
Alchemix Corporation, known as HydroMax [13,14]. The main reactor was designed with
reference to HIsmelt (High intensity smelting) which is a smelting reduction ironmaking
process. In this process, a molten metal bath of iron-tin alloy at 1250 ◦C is injected with
superheated steam and coal separately during different periods of time. The iron in the bath
is first oxidized by steam to form iron oxide and release H2-rich syngas, and then the iron
oxide is reduced by carbon to obtain metallic iron and CO-rich syngas. The results show
that HydroMax can effectively produce H2-rich syngas with very few impurities due to
their capture in the molten metal bath. Although these technologies have not yet achieved
large-scale production, the research results have already indicated that coal gasification
in high temperature molten metal media can enhance the quality of syngas and reduce
environmental pollution.

In recent years, several iron bath smelting reduction technologies, such as HIsmelt,
HIsarna, and flash ironmaking technology, have been successfully tested and are becoming
increasingly mature [15–17]. These processes involve a final reduction step in a high-
temperature Smelting Reduction Vessel (SRV) containing molten iron and slag. HIsmelt
has been in development for over 40 years and successfully commercialized. Based on the
successful experience of the HIsmelt process, Hisarna has been proposed by combining the
cyclone furnace of CCF (Cyclone Converter Furnace) technology and the SRV of Hismelt
technology [18–20]. The flash ironmaking technology utilizes a Flash Reduction Shaft (FRS)
and a SRV, but unlike Hismelt and Hisarna, it uses H2 or natural gas instead of coal as the
reducing agent and fuel [21–23]. A portion of the heat required in the reactor is provided
by the combustion of H2 or natural gas with O2, but external heating may be necessary
since the Post Combustion Ratio (PCR) of gas in the SRV should not be very high. In the
FRS, iron oxide fines can be pre-reduced to a high reduction degree (>90%) within a few
seconds, and then collected in the molten bath for steelmaking [21,24].

Based on the extensive research findings on iron bath smelting reduction
processes [25,26] and the coal gasification in molten metal media, this study proposes
a new integrated technology of smelting reduction ironmaking and coal gasification as
shown in Figure 1a. The process consists of three main sections: an FRS for pre-reduction
of iron ore fines, a SRV for final reduction, and an uptake shaft for gas reforming. The
energy required by the FRS is provided by the sensible heat of reformed gas and the heat
generated by the combustion of reformed gas with pure O2. The pre-reduced iron ore fines
(with a pre-reduction degree) then fall into the bath of the SRV, which has a thick slag layer
situated above the hot metal. This thick slag layer provides the necessary space for iron
oxide reduction and coal gasification [27]. In addition, it can filter out the pollutants from
the syngas [12,14]. The SRV is equipped with three-layer lances to improve the energy
utilization and facilitate flexible control of the production conditions inside the reactor.
The two lower layers of lances inject pulverized coal and pure O2 into the thick slag layer
to provide a reducing and gasification agent, while the top layer of lances inject O2 into
the free space to provide energy through combustion reactions if necessary. To ensure
production of high-quality syngas, the PCR of the SRV off-gas is controlled below 10%. The
high-temperature SRV off-gas and FRS off-gas then pass through the uptake shaft, into
which pulverized coal is injected for gas reforming. A small portion of the reformed gas
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(the off-gas of the uptake shaft) is recycled into the FRS as a reducing agent and fuel, while
the remaining gas, referred to as exported gas in Figure 1a, can be used by other reactors in
the steel plant or used as a raw material in the chemical industry [28].
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of integrated technology of smelting reduction ironmaking and coal
gasification: (a) oxygen as coal gasification agent; (b) oxygen and steam as coal gasification agent.

Under this situation, O2 is utilized as the only one gasification agent and H2 is pri-
marily derived from the volatile matter in the coal and the moisture in the materials. As a
result, the H2 content in the produced syngas is relatively low, which restricts the potential
applications of the syngas. To address this issue, an alternative process of injecting pure
steam instead of a portion of O2 into the thick slag bath is taken into account, as shown
in Figure 1b. Steam can be produced by steam boilers. In situations where there is in-
sufficient heat in the SRV, electric energy can be utilized for heating. This study refers to
the two processes (Figure 1a,b) as the non-hydrogen rich process and the hydrogen-rich
process, respectively.

For new or improved technologies, the heat and mass balance calculation, also known
as a static model, is useful for obtaining detailed information about material and energy
flows and for evaluating the process feasibility. This kind of model is formulated based
on the mass and heat balance in conjunction with principles of equilibrium thermodynam-
ics [29]. For example, Wang et al. [30] established a static model to assess the mass and heat
balance of the electric arc furnace steelmaking process with the introduction of CO2 as a
diluting gas. Similarly, Bhaskar et al. [31] developed a heat and mass balance model to ex-
plore the feasibility of using a hydrogen direct reduction of iron ore coupled with an electric
arc furnace for steel production. They calculated the specific energy consumption and CO2
emissions for the production of 1 ton of liquid steel. In another study, Jampani et al. [32]
examined the potential for increased use of natural gas in a blast furnace using a static
model and determined the optimal operating window for tuyere and shaft injection of
natural gas. Kou et al. [33] proposed a method for adjusting the freeboard temperature
of the COREX (Coal reduction extreme) melter gasifier by injecting coke oven gas from
the dome, and the effect of this injection was predicted using a static model. When the
first COREX-3000 plant was built in China, the author of this paper also developed a static
model for the COREX process. However, most of the previous models only considered
the mass and heat balances of the furnace as a whole. The integrated technology in this
study can achieve a coupling of manufacturing of iron and syngas, which would make
most sense in the clean and efficient utilization of coal resources. In order to gain more
insight into the furnace, a multi-zone constrained mathematical model was developed to
predict material and energy flows of the processes.
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2. Model Description

The present model assumes that the process operates at a steady state, and the mass
balance calculation is based on producing 1 ton of hot metal. The furnace is notionally
divided into six zones: the FRS, the free space of SRV, the upper slag zone of SRV, the lower
slag zone of SRV, the hot metal zone, and the uptake shaft (as shown in Figure 1). The FRS
is the main reactor for pre-reduction and melting of iron ore fines. The PCR of gas can be
adjusted in the free space of SRV. The upper slag and lower slag zones are essential for
melting solid materials and for the final reduction of iron oxides. The generated hot metal
is collected in the bottom zone, and it is assumed that no reaction takes place in this zone.
The main constraints for each zone are given in Figure 2. The average reaction temperature
in the FRS, the temperature of the slag, and the temperature and composition of the hot
metal are determined based on production data from the flash ironmaking technology and
HIsmelt processes [26,34,35]. The PCR of gas in the upper and lower slag zones are limited
to 0% to prevent secondary oxidation of metallic iron. The reaction between C and CO2
does not proceed significantly below 900 ◦C [36]. Therefore, the reformed gas temperature
at the outlet of the uptake shaft is required to be higher than this value.
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Since the composition and temperature of hot metal are known conditions for the
model, the calculation for the hot metal zone is straightforward. This work uses five
modules (No. 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6) to calculate the remaining five zones, and the five modules are
interconnected as a complex mathematical model that is solved using an iterative algorithm.
The concept of the model is illustrated as a flow chart in Figure 3. The heat balances in the
three zones of the SRV and the uptake shaft are closed by the coal consumptions, and the
heat balance in the shaft furnace is closed by reducing gas consumption or O2 consumption.
In the case of producing hydrogen-rich gas, the module 4 is activated. The amount of steam
replacing the O2 injection is determined by the target H2 content in the SRV off-gas. In
order to compare the hydrogen-rich and non-hydrogen-rich processes, the model ensures
that the coal consumption is the same for both processes. Additionally, the upper limit
of H2 content in the off-gas of the SRV can be achieved when all the O2 is replaced by
steam. The calculation methods for the main parameters of the process are explained in the
following context.
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2.1. Main Calculation Methods for SRV

The heat and mass balance calculation for the three zones of SRV is processed using
the three coupled mathematical modules 1–3. The consumption of iron ore and fluxes,
as well as the slag rate (mass of slag for producing 1 ton of hot metal), are calculated by
module 2 through solving a set of equations. The equations include iron element balance,
binary basicity R2, quaternary basicity R4, and slag mass (Equations (1)–(4)). This also
allows for achieving the composition of slag.

• Fe balance:

∑
i

mi × w[Fe]i% = mHM × w[Fe]HM% + mslag × w[FeO]slag% × 56/72 (1)

• Binary basicity:

R2 =

∑
i

mi × w(CaO)%

∑
i

mi × w(SiO2)%
(2)

• Quaternary basicity:

R4 =

∑
i

mi × w(CaO)% + ∑
i

mi × w(MgO)%

∑
i

mi × w(SiO2)% + ∑
i

mi × w(Al2O3)%
(3)

• Quantity of slag:

mslag =

∑
j

mj

1 − w(FeO)slag%
(4)

To enhance the accuracy of the calculation results, the water gas shift reaction in the
SRV is taken into account. The volume and composition of syngas generated in the free
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space, upper slag zone, and lower slag zone are separately calculated in modules 1–3 by
solving four Equations (5)–(8), which include the H element balance, C element balance,
equilibrium constant of water gas shift reaction and PCR of the gas.

• H element balance:

∑
i

mi × w(H)i% = 2 ×
(
VH2O + VH2

)
/22.4 (5)

• C element balance:

∑
i

mi × w(C)i% = mHM × w[C]HM% +
(
VCO + VCO2

)
× 12/22.4 (6)

• PCR:

PCR =
(
VH2O% + VCO2%

)
/
(
VH2O% + VCO2% + VH2 % + VCO%

)
(7)

• Equilibrium constant of water gas shift reaction:

K =
(
VH2% × VCO2%

)
/
(
VCO% × VH2O%

)
= Exp

[(
29490 − 26.8 × Tgas

)
/
(
8.314 × Tgas

)] (8)

For the hydrogen-rich process, the volume and composition of syngas generated in
each zone are calculated using the same method as shown in Equations (5)–(8). When steam
partially replaces O2 as the gasifying agent, coal gasification changes from an exothermic
reaction to an endothermic reaction [37]. Electric heating is required to provide energy to
the furnace. The efficiency of converting electrical energy to thermal energy is reported to
be about 70% in the literature [38].

2.2. Main Calculation Methods for Uptake Shaft

In addition to the sensible heat of the high-temperature reformed gas, heat is also
provided by the O2 combustion in the FRS. Consequently, the high-temperature gas dis-
charged from the FRS contains a certain amount of CO2 and H2O. The gas quality can
be further improved in the uptake shaft by injecting pulverized coal. The heat and mass
balance calculation in the uptake shaft is solved using module 5. The reactions of H2O
with C and CO2 with C, as well as the equilibrium of the water gas shift reaction, are taken
into account to determine the composition of the reformed gas. The coal consumption is
obtained through the iterative calculation of the heat balance.

2.3. Main Calculation Methods for FRS

The heat and mass balance in the FRS is calculated with module 6. The off-gas
volume and composition are determined by considering the reactions of iron oxide re-
duction, O2 combustion, and the water gas shift reaction. The consumption of O2 and
recycled gas is iteratively calculated to meet the constraints of the minimum reduction
potential and heat balance of the furnace. The definition of reduction potential is shown in
Equation (9). The minimum reduction potential of the gas at the outlet is determined with
a Baur–Glässner diagram which presents the equilibrium gas composition for iron oxides
reduction reactions [27,39,40].

RP =
(
VH2% + VCO%

)
/
(

VH2O% + VCO2%
)

(9)
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3. Results and Discussions

In order to validate the reliability of the present mathematical model, the operational
parameters of the HIsmelt process were used as inputs, and the results were compared
with the plant data [41,42]. The comparison of the calculated slag composition with the
actual typical slag composition is presented in Table 1. The results demonstrate a strong
agreement between the calculated and actual data. The average relative error is 3.8%.

Table 1. Comparison of calculated slag composition with actual slag composition.

Slag Composition Calculated Data (%) Actual Data (%)

CaO (Calcium oxide) 35.91 37.47
MgO (Magnesium oxide) 9.30 9.48

SiO2 (Silicon dioxide) 28.72 30.30
Al2O3 (Aluminium trioxide) 16.48 17.16

FeO (Ferrous oxide) 5.65 5.65

Based on the research experience of existing smelting reduction processes [43–45], it
has been noted that the pre-reduction degree of iron ore and the PCR of off-gas are crucial
factors that affect the material and energy flows of the process. Therefore, this work also
investigates the effect of these two factors. To ensure the quality of syngas, it is assumed that
the PCR of SRV off-gas falls within the range of 0–8%. As mentioned in the literature, the
reduction rate of iron ore fines is very fast at high temperatures (1473–1673 K), and the final
reduction degree is influenced by particle size, reaction time, and gas concentration [24].
For example, when exposed to a 30% H2 atmosphere, iron ore fines with a particle size
of 20–25 µm can reach a reduction degree of approximately 90% within 15 s at 1473 K.
Here, considering the complexity of the actual reactor and the use of larger particle sizes
of iron ore fines, when discussing the impact of PCR on the inputs and outputs of the
process, it is assumed that the average achievable pre-reduction degree of iron ore fines is
70%. Additionally, the impact of the pre-reduction degree of iron ore fines is also discussed
within a range of 10–90%, and the PCR is set at 2%. Finally, the effect of H2 content of the
SRV off-gas on the heat and mass balance of the process is examined.

3.1. Effect of PCR of SRV Off-Gas

The combustion reaction between the reducing gas and O2 takes place in the free space
of the SRV, releasing a substantial amount of heat. Figure 4 illustrates the effect of PCR on
coal consumption for the production of 1 ton of hot metal in the non-hydrogen-rich process.
As the PCR varies from 0% to 8%, the amount of heat transferred from the free space to the
upper slag zone also increases, resulting in a significant reduction in coal consumption in
this zone from 5.43 × 103 kg/tHM to 1.29 × 103 kg/tHM. Meanwhile, the coal consumption
in the lower slag zone remains relatively low, and only gradually increases within a narrow
range of 0.69 × 103–0.74 × 103 kg/tHM. The ratio of coal consumption in the upper slag
zone to that in the lower slag zone decreases with an increase in PCR, falling within the
range of 1.7–7.9 as shown in Figure 4. Additionally, the coal consumption in the uptake shaft
also increases within a small range of 0.52 × 103–0.79 × 103 kg/tHM. Overall, due to the
decrease in coal consumption in the upper slag zone, the total coal consumption decreases
by 57% from 6.55 × 103 kg/tHM to 2.82 × 103 kg/tHM. The total coal consumption under
typical operation conditions in the HIsmelt process is approximately 0.9 × 103 kg/tHM [46],
which is only 14–32% of the coal consumption of this technology. In ironmaking processes,
it is crucial to minimize coal consumption. However, in this technology, coal serves not
only as a reducing agent for iron oxides but also as a raw material for producing synthesis
gas. Therefore, high coal consumption is not a concern.
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The upper limits of H2 content in the SRV off-gas can be determined under differ-
ent PCRs, as shown in Figure 5. The calculation is conducted by keeping the total coal
consumption of the SRV and conditions the same as those shown in Figure 4, and based
on the assumption that all the O2 injected into the SRV is replaced with steam. The blue
lines represent the H2 and CO contents of SRV off-gas in the non-hydrogen-rich process,
while the red lines represent the results in the hydrogen-rich process. For brevity, the non-
hydrogen rich process and hydrogen-rich process are, respectively, referred to as process 1
and process 2 in the following figures. As the PCR increases from 0% to 8%, there is a
corresponding decrease in the upper limit of H2 content from 52.7% to 45.2%, and there
is a linear inverse relationship between the two. The relationship between the PCR and
the upper limit of H2 content can be obtained as shown in Figure 5. In process 1, the H2
content ranges from 19.6% to 16.6%. Therefore, the operation window for H2 enrichment in
the SRV is obtained and shown between the red circular dotted line and the blue circular
dotted line in the figure. In process 1, CO is the main component. In process 2, however,
the H2 content is slightly higher than the CO content. Additionally, the evidence shows
that the higher the PCR, the lower the H2 content in the syngas produced from SRV. The
H2 contents in the syngas of Lurgi and British Gas Lurgi coal gasification processes are
approximately 40% and 25% [8], respectively. It can be seen that this process has significant
improvements in hydrogen enrichment.
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As previously mentioned, a portion of the reformed gas is recycled to the FRS as
reducing gas and fuel, and the remaining reformed gas is output as a product. The effect of
PCR on the off-gas volume of the FRS and SRV, as well as on the volume of recycled gas
and exported gas under process 1 and 2, is analyzed and illustrated in Figure 6. To study
the effect of PCR under the same conditions, in the cases of process 2, the H2 content in the
SRV off-gas is set at 45%, which is close to the upper limit of H2 content when the PCR is
8%. It can be seen that the volume of SRV off-gas under both processes decreases with the
increase in PCR, while the volume of FRS off-gas increases, as shown in Figure 6a. The SRV
off-gas volume under process 2 is approximately 1.5 times as much as that under process 1.
Consequently, the total reformed gas volume under process 2 is also higher than that under
process 1, as shown in Figure 6b. On the other hand, since the H2 content of the reformed
gas in process 2 is higher than that in process 1, the amount of recycled gas needed by the
FRS is reduced. It can be observed that as PCR increases from 0 to 8%, the proportion of
the exported gas volume to the total reformed gas volume decreases from 80% to 63% in
process 1 and from 88% to 77% in process 2. Overall, the exported gas volume in process 2
is approximately 1.4 times as much as that in process 1 at the same PCR. Additionally, as
the PCR varies from 0% to 8%, the exported gas volume in process 1 decreases by 53%
from 1.25 × 104 Nm3/tHM to 0.58 × 104 Nm3/tHM, and the exported gas volume in
process 2 decreases by 50% from 1.79 × 104 Nm3/tHM to 0.88 × 104 Nm3/tHM. According
to the literature [35], the exported gas volume in the HIsmelt process is approximately
3.6 × 103 Nm3/tHM and the PCR of the gas is approximately 50–60%. Compared to the
HIsmelt process, this technology produces a larger amount of gas per ton of hot metal and
can also yield a higher quality gas product.
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recycled gas and exported gas.

The CO and H2 contents in the mixture of SRV off-gas and FRS off-gas (before re-
forming), as well as in the exported gas (after reforming), are depicted in Figure 7 for the
cases presented in Figure 6. The solid lines represent the contents of the gas mixture before
reforming, while the dashed lines represent the contents of the gas after reforming. As seen
in Figure 7, the CO and H2 contents before reforming decrease as PCR increases. However,
in process 1, the CO and H2 contents after reforming can reach approximately 78% and
20%, while in process 2, they can reach approximately 54% and 44%, respectively. The
reduction potential of the reformed gas is close to one when the PCR is below 8%. The H2
content in the syngas after reforming is quite close to that (45%) in the SRV off-gas, and the
difference can be ignored.
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In the SRV, the ratio of O2 consumption in the upper slag zone to that in the lower
slag zone is generally consistent with the ratio of coal consumption. Therefore, the O2
consumption in the entire molten slag, as well as in the free space of the SRV and in the
FRS, is calculated under different PCRs, as shown in Figure 8. The calculation conditions
are the same as those in Figure 6. It can be clearly seen that the total O2 consumption in
the SRV of process 1 is greater than that of process 2, as O2 is partially replaced with steam
in the latter. As the PCR varies from 0% to 8%, the O2 consumption in the free space of
both processes slowly increases. Moreover, process 2 requires a greater amount of O2 in the
free space compared to process 1 at the same PCR. The main reason is that more syngas is
produced in the molten slag through steam injection. The O2 consumption in the molten
slag of process 1 decreases significantly by 65%. In the FRS, the O2 consumption of both
processes slightly increases with the increase in PCR, as the temperature of the recycled gas
decreases with the increase in PCR. Due to the lower combustion heat of H2 compared to
CO, the O2 consumption in the FRS of process 2, as shown in Figure 8, is slightly higher
than that of process 1 under the same conditions. The total O2 consumption in process 1
decreases by 57% from 4.28 × 103 Nm3/tHM to 1.82 × 103 Nm3/tHM and decreases by
67% from 1.58 × 103 Nm3/tHM to 0.53 × 103 Nm3/tHM in process 2.
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The difference in O2 consumption in the molten slag between the two processes at
the same PCR, as shown in Figure 8, requires twice the volume of steam to maintain the
same coal consumption. The effect of PCR on the steam consumption and the electricity
consumption in process 2 is given in Figure 9. Both steam and electricity consumption
decrease with an increase in PCR. At the current conditions, the steam consumption ranges
from 5.34 × 103 Nm3/tHM to 2.76 × 103 Nm3/tHM, and the electricity consumption ranges
from 2.92 × 104 kWh/tHM to 1.56 × 104 kWh/tHM. Both of these values are reduced by
approximately 48% as the PCR increases from 0% to 8%.
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3.2. Effect of Pre-Reduction Degree of Iron Ore

Figure 10 illustrates the effect of the pre-reduction degree of iron ore fines on the
coal consumption in process 1. The pre-reduction degree ranges from 10% to 90%. As
the pre-reduction degree increases, less coal is needed in the upper slag zone as a fuel for
heating the materials, and less coal is needed as a reducing agent in the lower slag zone for
iron oxides reduction. At the current conditions, the ratio of coal consumption in the upper
slag zone to that in the lower slag zone increases in the range of 3.6–5.7 as the pre-reduction
degree increases. Additionally, the coal consumption in the uptake shaft increases linearly
with the increase in the pre-reduction degree. This is because a higher reduction degree
in the FRS requires a larger amount of reducing gas, which in turn necessitates a greater
amount of coal for gas reforming in the uptake shaft. Ultimately, the total coal consumption
decreases by 47% from 8.12 × 103 kg/tHM to 4.27 × 103 kg/tHM as the pre-reduction
degree increases from 10% to 90%.

Under the same conditions as those in Figure 10, the upper limits of H2 content in
the SRV off-gas have been obtained under different pre-reduction degrees, as shown in
Figure 11. Unlike the influence of PCR, the pre-reduction degree has little effect on the
upper limit of H2 content (red circular dotted line) which maintains at approximately
50–51%. This value is about 5% higher than the CO content produced by process 2 and
approximately 32% higher than the H2 content produced by process 1. The operation
window for H2 enrichment is the area between the red circular dotted line and the blue
circular dotted line in Figure 11.
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Figure 12 shows the effect of the pre-reduction degree on the off-gas volume of the
FRS and SRV, as well as on the volume of recycled gas and exported gas under the two
processes. In the cases of process 2, the H2 content in SRV off-gas is set at 50%, which is
close to the upper limit of H2 content when the PCR is 2%. The volume of SRV off-gas
decreases while the volume of FRS off-gas increases with the increase in the pre-reduction
degree, as shown in Figure 12a. The main reason for this is that the amount of reducing
gas required by the FRS (recycled gas) increases with the increase in the pre-reduction
degree, and the coal consumption in the SRV decreases accordingly (as shown in Figure 10).
The SRV off-gas volume under process 2 is approximately 1.7 times as much as that under
process 1. Due to the higher H2 content of the reformed gas in process 2, the recycled
gas needed by the FRS is reduced compared to process 1. This is particularly evident in
the cases of high pre-reduction degree as shown in Figure 12b. It can be seen that the
proportion of the exported gas volume to the total reformed gas volume decreases from
98% to 68% in process 1 and from 99% to 82% in process 2. On the other hand, the exported
gas volume in process 2 is approximately 1.6 times as much as that in process 1 at the same
pre-reduction degree. Furthermore, as the pre-reduction degree varies from 10% to 90%,
the volume of exported gas decreases by 50% in both processes.
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in a final reduction potential close to one. In process 1, the CO and H2 contents after re-
forming can reach approximately 78% and 20%, respectively. In process 2, the H2 content 
is slightly higher than the CO content in the gas before reforming when the pre-reduction 
degree is between 10 and 90%. After reforming, when the pre-reduction degree is lower 
than 50%, the H2 content is still slightly higher than the CO content. However, when the 
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The CO and H2 contents in the gas before and after reforming are further given in
Figure 13. In both processes, the CO and H2 contents are increased by reforming, resulting
in a final reduction potential close to one. In process 1, the CO and H2 contents after
reforming can reach approximately 78% and 20%, respectively. In process 2, the H2 content
is slightly higher than the CO content in the gas before reforming when the pre-reduction
degree is between 10 and 90%. After reforming, when the pre-reduction degree is lower
than 50%, the H2 content is still slightly higher than the CO content. However, when the
pre-reduction degree is higher than 50%, the opposite is true. In general, the content of
both gases after reforming in process 2 is around 50%, which is close to the gas content in
the SRV off-gas.
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Figure 13. Gas content before and after reforming.

The O2 consumption in the molten slag and free space of SRV, as well as in the FRS
under different pre-reduction degrees, is illustrated in Figure 14. In the case of process 2, a
portion of the O2 in the SRV is replaced with steam to achieve a high H2 content. Therefore,
the O2 consumption of process 2 is significantly lower than that of process 1. Additionally,
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in process 1, the O2 consumption in the molten slag decreases by 55% as the pre-reduction
degree varies from 10% to 90%, aligning with the variation of coal consumption in the
SRV. Since the gas volume generated in the molten slag decreases with the increase in the
pre-reduction degree, the amount of O2 used for combustion in the free space decreases
accordingly. For both processes, the O2 consumption in the FRS also increases with the
increase in the pre-reduction degree, as a larger amount of recycled gas is required to
achieve a higher pre-reduction degree (as shown in Figure 12).
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The effect of the pre-reduction degree on steam consumption and electricity consump-
tion in process 2 is shown in Figure 15. Both steam consumption and the electricity con-
sumption decrease linearly with the increase in the pre-reduction degree. At the current con-
ditions, the steam consumption ranges from 9.95 × 103 Nm3/tHM to 4.64 × 103 Nm3/tHM,
and the electricity consumption ranges from 5.78 × 104 kWh/tHM to 2.67 × 104 kWh/tHM.
Both of these values reduce by approximately 53% as the pre-reduction degree increases
from 10% to 90%.
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3.3. Effect of H2 Content of the SRV Off-Gas

Figure 16 gives the effect of H2 content in the SRV off-gas on the off-gas volume of
the FRS and SRV, as well as on the volume of recycled gas and exported gas in the two
processes. The pre-reduction degree of iron ore and the PCR of SRV off-gas are set at 70%
and 2%, respectively. When the H2 content varies from 30% to 50%, the off-gas volume
of SRV increases from 1.05 × 104 Nm3/tHM to 1.46 × 104 Nm3/tHM due to more carbon
reacting with steam in the reactor. Despite the off-gas volume of FRS decreasing gradually,
the total off-gas volume (SRV + FRS) still exhibits an upward trend with the increase in H2
content. Consequently, the total gas volume after reforming gradually increases. On the
other hand, an increase in H2 content reduces the recycled gas volume, which leads to a
larger exported gas volume under high H2 content compared to low H2 content. It can be
observed that the proportion of the exported gas volume compared to the total reformed
gas volume is not lower than 71% under the current conditions. Furthermore, as the H2
content increases from 30% to 50%, the exported gas volume experiences a significant
38% increase.
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Figure 17 shows the effect of H2 content in the SRV off-gas on the consumption of
steam, O2, and electricity for the production of 1 ton of hot metal. As the H2 content
increases from 30% to 50%, the consumption of steam and electricity increases dramatically
by approximately three times, while the O2 consumption decreases accordingly. The
primary reason is that the increase in the desired H2 content must be achieved by increasing
the amount of steam injection. At the same time, the oxygen provided by the steam also
increases, resulting in a decrease in the demand for additional O2. Due to the increase in
heat absorption from the reaction between steam and coal, electricity consumption also
increases. When the H2 content reaches 50%, which closely resembles the composition of
water gas, the steam consumption is approximately 5.89 × 103 Nm3/tHM.

Figure 18 illustrates the effect of H2 content on the reformed gas temperature under
different PCRs. When the PCR is higher than 2%, the H2 content cannot reach 50%. It can
be observed that the temperature of reformed gas increases with the increase in H2 content
in the SRV off-gas, while it decreases with the increase in PCR. The main reason is that
the increase in PCR can increase the content of CO2 and H2O in the gas before reforming.
However, increasing the H2 content can reduce the CO2 and H2O contents in the gas before
reforming. As there is a linear relationship between the reformed gas temperature and
the H2 content, the reformed gas temperature can be calculated by the fitted functions as
shown in Figure 18. According to the calculation results, the temperature of gas before
reforming under the current conditions is around 1412 ◦C. Therefore, the temperature drop
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in the uptake shaft is in the range of 77–229 ◦C. Compared to the HIsmelt process (off-gas
temperature: 1450 ◦C), the more sensible heat of syngas is utilized to improve gas quality.
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4. Conclusions

A multi-zone constrained mathematical model has been developed to predict the
performance of an integrated technology for smelting reduction ironmaking and coal
gasification. The calculation results can provide a theoretical basis for the development
and optimization of this integrated technology. Additionally, the model can be utilized to
provide operators with better control over process parameters.

The results reveal that this technology can successfully couple the manufacturing
of iron and syngas. The H2 content in the syngas can be greatly increased by injecting
steam into the SRV. Under the current studied conditions, the increase in the PCR of SRV
off-gas and the pre-reduction degree of iron ore fines can significantly reduce the total
coal consumption and the exported gas volume for producing 1 ton of hot metal. The
upper limit of H2 content in the SRV off-gas is primarily determined by the PCR, while the
pre-reduction degree has little effect on it. For this new and complicated technology, further
exploration is required to understand the many reaction kinetics, transport phenomena
and energy consumption involved in the furnace. Furthermore, it is important to assess
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the effect of varying electricity prices and coal costs on the overall cost for producing
hot metal and syngas. This will provide a more comprehensive understanding of the
economic viability of the integrated technology and help to identify any potential areas for
optimization.
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Abbreviations

m mass, kg
w[Fe]% weight percentage of Fe
w(FeO)% weight percentage of FeO
R2 binary basicity
R4 quaternary basicity
w(CaO)% weight percentage of CaO in slag
w(SiO2)% weight percentage of SiO2 in slag
w(MgO)% weight percentage of MgO in slag
w(Al2O3)% weight percentage of Al2O3 in slag
w(H)% weight percentage of hydrogen
w(C)% weight percentage of carbon
VH2O volume of H2O, Nm3

VH2 volume of H2, Nm3

VCO volume of CO, Nm3

VCO2 volume of CO2, Nm3c

PCR post combustion ratio, %
Toff−gas off-gas temperature, ◦C
K equilibrium constant of water gas shift reaction
VH2 % volume percentage of H2, %
VCO% volume percentage of CO, %
VH2O% volume percentage of H2O, %
VCO2 % volume percentage of CO2, %
Rp reduction potential
i a type of raw material
j a component in slag
HM hot metal
Slag related to the slag
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